Canon City High School
4th Quarter Bronze Honor Roll
2020-2021

Bronze Honor Roll - 3.33 GPA to 3.69 GPA

12th Grade


11th Grade

Jared Abels, Steven Bottenfield, Kayleigh Garrett, Grace Giles, Victor McMichael, Alex Mitchell, Matthew Owens, Ali Sturgeon, Angelina Flores, Emily Pickett, Madison Cope, Elena Greene, Jared Heimel, Coletin Renn, Curtis Richardson, Emilee Richardson, Mckenna Vidmar, Gunner Helton, Leicy Luman, Ashlyn Pierce, Dana Watters

10th Grade

Cole Betts, Brendon Chavez, Jacob Cornella, Taylor Green, Jennika King, Alyssa Merlino, Annabelle Reed, Nicholas Reish, Julian Salazar, Damion Sillaman, Emily Tippet, Dominic Bagwell, Karrina Blatnick, Aessa Chafin, Alexander Stone, Isabella Alleshouse, Aaron Babcock, Emma Beach, Arabella Burton, Kennedy Leonard, David Repar, Elyse Smith, Jess Swindler, Alexandra Taylor, Stephanie Tribble, Bryce Williams, Scott Wilson

9th Grade